
Formation and Usage

Reflexive pronouns are formed by combining the
possessive determiner and ‘self’.

Reflexive pronouns are used when the action is done by and to the same
person, i.e. the subject and object are the same.

Common mistakes

They took care of theirselves.
We should do the work ourselfs.

Kids, finish the worksheets yourself.

Singular pronouns

Plural pronouns

*Note that there may be a change in spelling- his + self = himself, not hisself

Examples:
• We introduced ourselves to the visitors.
• Here are some nuts. Help yourselves.
• The mouse is helping itself to my cheese.

Examples:
• I am looking in the mirror at myself.
• Katie is laughing at herself.

Corrections

They took care of themselves.
We should do the work ourselves.

Kids, finish the worksheets yourselves.

Name: ________________________    Date: _______________________
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1. jumped / did / themselves / when / hurt / they / they / ?

2. did / children / the / amuse / how / themselves / the / holidays / during / ?

3. now / we / ourselves / shall / introduce / ?

4. some / do / people / by / themselves / dry / in / lying / sun / the / ?

5. yourselves / did / how / you / cut / ?

6. drivers / accident / the / the / blame / for / did / themselves / ?

1. We couldn't stop _____________________ from laughing when the teacher walked in.
2. Actors make ____________________ up to look like other people.
3. You should enjoy ____________________ while you are learning English.
4. ‘Don't take ____________________ too seriously!' the clown told the people.
5. Our friends amuse ____________________ by telling jokes.
6. Do you enjoy ____________________ when you play computer games?
7. We educate ____________________ by reading more books.
8. ‘Help ____________________ ' our teacher said to us as she passed the nuts.
9. Most birds build cozy nests for ____________________
10. ‘Don't lock ____________________ out,' Father said to us.
11. Some people don't like washing ____________________ in cold water.
12. Can we wash ____________________ in hot water?
13. When our dogs saw ____________________ in the mirror, they barked.
14. The cats are cleaning ____________________ by licking their bodies.
15. ‘Don't make fools of ____________________ ' Mother warned us.

Write the correct reflexive pronouns in the blanks.

      
E.g. themselves / paint / ever / artists / do / ?
Do artists ever paint themselves?

Rearrange the words to form questions.

Example:

Name: ________________________    Date: _______________________
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Emphatic Pronouns

I finished the puzzle ___________________.

We moved the heavy cabinet __________________.

They want to paint the house __________________.

Mary and John should solve the problem __________________.

Henry and you were clever to have solved the problem ______________.

Jenny, Tommy and I completed the project ________________.

David, Patrick and Denny designed the furniture _________________.

The bird found its way out of the house _________________.

You should talk to him about it _________________.

I will pay for the present _________________.

Alan made the travel arrangements _________________.

Jacky's sister will deliver the flowers _________________.

Aunt Betty baked the cake _________________.

The cat found its dinner _________________.

The runners chose the shoes _________________.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Pronouns Emphatic Pronouns Pronouns Emphatic Pronouns

I Myself

You (Singular) Yourself

You (Plural) Yourselves

We Ourselves

He Himself

She Herself

It Itself

They Themselves

I will go myself.
You yourself should hand in your homework.
We ourselves collected the money.
He cooked supper himself.
She sewed a beautiful dress herself.
The puppy dragged the shoe here itself.
They built a big house themselves. 

Examples:

Emphatic pronoun is used to emphasize a noun or a pronoun. It takes the final position or is
placed after a noun or a pronoun. The sentence is still correct without the emphatic pronoun.
The formation of emphatic pronouns are the same as reflexive pronouns.

 Fill in the blanks with the correct emphatic pronouns.

Name: ________________________    Date: _______________________
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I washed the clothes 1) _______________. My sister said they were

not clean. She wanted to wash them again 2) ________________. She

said that she would do the washing 3) __________________ in future.

My brother said he would not wash his clothes 4)

___________________. He preferred to let me wash them!

 

My brother and I often cook dinner 5) __________________ during the

school holidays. He likes to cook his favorite instant 

noodles 6) _______________. He says I don’t cook it the way 

he likes it. I cook my favorite fried rice 7) ________________. 

When my mother is home, she makes dinner 8) __________________.

Fill in the blanks with the correct emphatic pronouns.

1. The new teacher forgot to introduce to her pupils.  (herself)

2. The little boy cried to sleep after being punished.  (himself)

3. I stopped from falling just in time.  (myself) 

4. Tim cut when he dived onto the rocks.  (himself)

5. Lisa enjoyed while she was fitting on the dresses.  (herself)

6. Don't blame for getting lost. You don't have any maps.  (yourself)

7. The artist painted by looking in the mirror.  (himself)

8. The clown amuses while he is waiting for the audience.  (himself)

9. Your dog is washing in the bathroom. (itself)

10. That knife is very sharp. Don't cut.  (yourself)

Add "^" to insert the missing reflexive/emphatic pronoun in the correct place. 

Name: ________________________    Date: _______________________
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Choose the most suitable verb from the box for each sentence. 

hurt  amuse   cut   enjoy  blamed

1. The boys _____________ themselves by playing tricks on people.

2. We ________________ ourselves for being late.

3. Children can easily _____________ themselves with sharp things.

4. Most children _____________ themselves when they play games.

5. You were lucky that you did not _________________ yourselves when you fell.

Circle the mistake in each line and write the correct answer in the space provided.
 

1. Joe fell and hurt himself.                                                       _______________

2. Tom is looking at himself in the mirror.                                 _______________

3. Auntie cut herself while preparing dinner.                             _______________

4. Uncle introduce himself to our friends.                                  _______________

5. The cat is licking itself.                                                           _______________

B. Choose the correct reflexive pronouns to fill in the blanks.

                myself yourself herself itself himself

1. The baby girl is amusing _______________ with a toy.

2. Father cut _______________ while he was shaving.

3. Billy is drying _______________ with a big towel.

4. I enjoyed _______________ at your party.

5. She enjoyed _______________ at the concert.

6. The puppy amused _______________ by playing with a frisbee. 

7. Blame _______________ when you forget something.

8. I introduced _______________ to my new classmates. 

9. The door has a spring. It closes by ______________.

10. The child is learning how to dress _______________ without help.

Name: ________________________    Date: _______________________
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